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Surface static-pressure and drag data obtained from tests of two slightly modi-
fied versions of the original NASA Whltcomb airfoil section and a model of the
NACA 0012 airfoil section are presented. Data for the supercrltlcal airfoil were
obtained for a free-stream Mach number range of 0.5 to 0.9, and a chord Reynolds
number range of 2x106 to 4xlO 6. The NACA 0012 airfoil was tested at a constant chord
Reynolds number of 2x106 and a free-stream Math number range of 0.6 to 0.8.
INTRODUCTION
Data presented in this report were obtained from a cooperative program conducted
by McDonnell Douglas Research Laboratories (MDRL), Douglas Aircraft Company (DAC), and
Ames Research Center. This program was an experimental study of the steady and non-
steady components of flow about (I) two slightly modified versions of the original
NASA Whitcomb integral (unslotted), supercritical airfoil section, designated
DSMA 523 (table I), and (2) the NACA 0012 airfoil section. Although data from this
program are presented and analyzed in references 1-7, most of the data presented in
this report were excluded from those publications because of space limitations.
SYMBOLS
ALPHA angle of attack, roughly corrected for wlnd-tunnel-wall interference
AU uncorrected angle of attack
Cp pressurecoefficient,(p - p_)/q=
cd airfoil section drag coefficient
cI airfoil section lift coefficient
MINF free-stream Mach number
p static pressure
q_ free-stream dynamic pressure, 1/2 p_U_
REC Reynolds number based on chord
T bead diameter of boundary-layer trip, in.
x/c distance along the chord line from the leading Edge, normalized by the chord
FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT
The experiments were conducted in the 2- by 2-Foot Transonic Wind Tunnel at Ames
Research Center. This tunnel is a variable-speed, continuous-flow, ventilated-wall,
variable-pressure facility, which was reengineered for optional two-dimensional
research testing by adding rotating, model-supporting glass side windows mounted in
unventilated, plane sidewalls. A unit Reynolds number of 26.3×i06/m generally can be
maintained while a high subsonic Mach number is held to within ±0.002. A remotely
actuated 82-tube drag rake is programmed to provide total pressure readings at 1.3-mm
intervals and static-pressure readings at 25.4-mm intervals across the wake of a
model.
Airfoil models were mounted between the sidewall windows, and a traversing rig
or a drag rake was mounted on the tunnel sting. Two 15.24-cm-chord models of the
supercritical airfoil were used during these experiments. One model has a nominally
sharp trailing edge, and the other has a blunt trailing edge equal to i% chord,
formed by downward rotation of the aft lower-surface contour from 65% chord to the
trailing edge. Coordinates for these models are given in table I. The NACA 0012
model has a chord of 15.24 cm.
DATA PRESENTATION
The data are presented in appendixes A through C in the form of plotted static-
pressure distributions; geometric or roughly corrected angle of attack (ALPHA), lift
coefficient (cz) , and drag coefficient (cd) values tabulated on the plots. The data
were obtained from several tunnel-occupancy periods over a period of several years;
the data are identified by run number and year. Run schedules, tables AI, BI, and CI,
are presented at the beginning of each appendix as a guide to the plotted data.
TABLE I.- DSMA 523 AIRFOIL COORDINATES, SHARP AND BLUNT TRAILING EDGES
_S
C
U.002500 u.U07096 -u. U05096 _ ,_ Zl°wer .0 050000. 11063-0.o 71280.0075000.015320- .011078
0 480nn'nv 0.0551 -0.0530 ,ulunt (TIE)0.010000".015417-".0 5320
0.020716 _0.015417 u.500000 u'054973 "u.052143
0"012500 0.022651 _0.020671 0"520000 U'054723 _051136
0"016000 0.024267 _0"022548 0"540000 U'054390 ._On_u49915
-0.024135 -_ 0 _ -0.020000 0.026918 -0.026744 0.68000n "053486 "0"046780O.030000 O.030729 u.5600nn U.05397Ft U.045483
0"040000 0.033459 -0"030667 0.600000V 0"052917 _U.044613O.060000
0"052269 -0"052006
0"080000 0.037407 -0"033607 0"620000 0"051540 -0"038885
0"040367 -0"038087 0"640000 0"050726 -0"035181O.100000 --O. 41739
O.120000 0.042967 0"660000 0"049826 --0"030940
O.140000 0"045198 "0"044648 0"660000 -0"026087 -0"026390
O.160000 O.047017 -0. 046796 O.700000 0.048832
O.180 0"048 43 "0"048616 O.720 0"047725 -0"020633
0"200000 0"049828 --0"050114 0"740000 0"046494 -0.015445 --0"021541
-0"051348 0"760000 0.045130 _0.010574 "0"012692
O.050902 "-O.016958
O.220000 O.051802 _0. 052370 O.780000 0.043625 -0. 006027 -0. 008750
0,041942 --0"001872 -0"005200
0.240000 O.052563 --0.053207 0.800000 0.040043 0.001892 "-0.002041
O.260000 O,053199 --O.053690 O.820000
0"260 0"053729 _0"054423 0.037907 0.005224




0.320000 01054161 _0:054608 0.860000 0.032780 0.010505
u.3400000._s.4513"Zo.oSs_o560.8800000.029666 0.012374
0.360000 _ "054788 _ "u_5163 0.900000 0"026155 0.01354 5 0"006021
O.0O6667
0.380000 u.054998 "u.055137 0.920000 0.022185 0.014169 0.0066060.400000 u. 5149 -u.054978 0.950000 0.017708 0.0137980.420 .05 2 0 -U 701 0.960
_5272 -u.054283 0.98000n 0.012642 0.012338 0_005630
1.O000O-_" O.00684_ O.00972 O.00356
_i_/=_ ^.=000498_u..004210
APPENDIX A
DSMA 523 MODEL, SHARP TRAILING EDGE, 1975 AND 1977
The data obtained during 1975 are labeled 02/02/76 or 02/03/76 on each plot, and
have run numbers 41-111. Drag data were obtained only during the 1975 occupancy
period. Values of T for the 1975 data are bead diameters of the boundary-layer
trip, in inches. The quantlty ALPHA is the angle of attack, roughly corrected for
wind-tunnel-wall interference. At the higher Mach numbers, this correction produces
lift-curve slopes for this airfoil that are obviously too large. The data obtained
during 1977 have the year in the plot titles, and have run numbers 2-84. The quan-
tity AU is the uncorrected angle of attack.




Run no. Moo Rec Upper Lower
x/c T (in.) x/c T (In.)
41-43 0.76 4 x 106 0.35 0.0030 0.18 0.0030
44 .78 4 x 106
45-46 .76 4 x 106
47 .80 3 x 106
48 .76 4 x 106
49 .80 3 x 106 , _r
52-55 .76 4 x 106 .06 .0020
56 .80 3 x 106 .06 .0020
59-60 .76 4 x 106 .35 .0035
61-62 .80 3 x 106 .35 .G035
65 .76 4 × 106 .35 .0035
66 .76 4 x 106 l naturall
67 .76 4 x 106 .06 .0020
68 .80 3 × 106 .06 .0020
!
69 .76 4 x 106 .18 .0038
!
70 .76 4 x 106 ' .18 .0049
71 .76 2 x 106 .0049 .35 .0049
72 .80 2 x 106 i
73-76 .76 2 x 106 i
77 .50 2 x 106
78 .80 2 x 106 i' Ir
I
I
79 .76 2 x 106 .18 .0045
80 .80 2 x 106 _r .0045
81 .76 4 x 106 I .0030 .0035
82 .80 3 x 106 .0035
83-84 .76 4 x 106 .0038
85 .76 4 x 106 .0030
86 .80 3 x 106 .0038
87-88 .76 4 x i06
89 .80 3 x lO6 I!





Run no. Upper Lower
M_ Rec
x/c T (in.) x/c T (in.)
91 0.50 4 x 106 0.35 0.0030 0.18 0.0049
92 .74 4 x 106 I I
93 .60 4 x lO6 {
94 .74 4 x lO6
95 .78 3 x lO6
97 .50 4 × lO6
98-99 .72 4 x 106
i00 .82 3 x 106
i01 .64 4 x 106
102 .68 4 x 106
103 .78 3 x i06




107 .50 4 x 106 .05 .0020 .18 .0049
108 .68 4 x i06 .05 .0020 .0049
109 .76 4 x 106 .35 .0030 .0063
ii0 .80 3 x 106 .35 .0030 .0063
iii .50 4 x i06 .35 .0030 ' .0063
(1977 data)
2 0.80 2 x 106 0.35 0.0053 0.18 0.0053
38 3 x 106 .0032 .06 .0019
50 3 x 106 .18 .0032
61 3 x 106 { .35 .0038
72 " 3 x 106 II '_ .18 .0053
84 .60 4 × lO6 .05 .0020 .18 .0053
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-4OOC -- A I R F O I L  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE D I S T R I B U T I O N S  
MACH mrneER 1 0.755 REYNOLDS N V M K R  - 3 . 8 1 ~ 1 0 '  RUN MI AmS 22-060-5 
0 . 7  0 .623 0.0155 9 
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WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-qOOC -- AIRFOIL  DSMA 523 
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WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-4OOC -- A I R F O I L  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE D I S T R I B U T I O N S  
MACH NUH8ER = 0 .758  REYNOLDS WH8ER = 3 . 9 ~  1 0 '  RUN - V3 APES 22-060-5 
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PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-400C -- AIRFOIL DSMA 523
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS
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HIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-400C -- AIRFOIL DSMA 523
THO DIMENSIONAL CHORDHISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS
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PrRC[NT CHORD
22
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-4OOC -- A I R F O I L  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE D I S T R I B U T I O N S  
HACH NUMBER = 0.760 REYNOLDS NUMBER - 3 . ~ S ~ I O @ R U N  = 5 5  AMS 22-060-5 
TRANSITION CONFlOURATlON 
0 10 2 0 30 'I0 5 0  6 0 7 0  8 0 90  100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-4OOC -- A I R F O I L  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE D I S T R I B U T I O N S  
MACH NUMBER - 0.801 REYNOLDS NUMBER - 3.03110' RUN = 5 6  A S S  22-060-5 
TRANSITION CONFIGURATION 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-qOOC -- AIRFOIL  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH NUHBER - 0.800 REYNOLDS NUmER 2.97~10'  RUN = 56 AHES 22-060-5 
oztwtn 
0 10 20 30 40 SO 60 70 8 0 90 LOO 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-4OOC -- A I R F O I L  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE D I S T R I B U T I O N S  
MACH NUMBER = 0.800 REYNOLDS NUH8ER = 2 . 6 5 ~ 1 0 '  RUN = 56  APES 22-060-5 
TRANSIT lON CONFIOURATION 
0 10 2 0 30 '40 50 6 0 70 8 0 90 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-qOOC -- A I R F O I L  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE D I S T R I B U T I O N S  
MACH NUWER - 0.760 REYNOLOS NUMBER - V.12xt0' RUN = 59 AnCS 22-060-5 
SYM ALPHA 
o - 0 . ~ 3  0.128 0.0 
0 10 20 3 0 V O  SO 6 0 70 80 90 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL L B - 4 0 0 ~  -- A I R F O I L  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH NVmER = 0.761 REYNOLDS NUMBER - r(.09x10' RUN - 6 0  AMS 22-060-5 
TRANSITION CONFIOURATION 
0 10 20 30 '4 0 50 60 70 80 90 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-4OOC -- AIRFOIL DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH HJneER - 0.761 REYNOLDS NUMBER - 3.07x10' RUN 60 APES 22-060-1 
0 I0 20 30 't 0 10 60 70 80 90 I00 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-400C -- AIRFOIL DSMA 5;:)3
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS
MACHN_R - 0.760 RIZYNOLDSNUHSER,. 3.92xl0 s RUN - 60 API[S ;32-060-5
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PERCENT CHORO
34
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-9OOC -- A I R F O I L  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE D I S T R I B U T I O N S  
MACH NUtleER - 0.761 REYNOLDS NUMBER - 3 . 9 8 ~ 1 0 '  RUN = 66 APES 22-060-5 
TRANSIT ION C O N l O U R A T l O N  
U C I E R W A C C - X I C - 0 . 3 5 .  1 - 0 . 0 0 3 0  i 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-4OOC -- A I R F O I L  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH NUMBER - 0.759 REYNOLDS NUWER - 3 . 9 6 ~ 1 0 \ ~ ~  - 66 APES 22-060-5 
TRANSlTlON CONFIMIF)ATION 
LQCR -ACE - WTURM 
0 10 20 30 0 50 60 7 0 80 90 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
HIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-400C -- AIRFOIL DSMA 523
THO DIMENSIONAL CHORDHISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS
II,ACH NUitKlil • 0,'/_ll KYN0t.01 NIRtKR • |.Nxl01 RUN • 67 AM[I l!ll-010"5
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prRCrNT CHOR0
37
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-400C -- AIRFOIL DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH NUMBER 0.758 REYNOLDS N U W E R  - 3 . w r 1 0 8  RUN - 67 A S S  22-060-5 
TRANSIT ION C O H I W R A T I O N  
0 10 20 30 LI 0 50 6 0 70 80 90 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-4OOC -- A I R F O I L  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE D I S T R I B U T I O N S  
MACH NUNEER - 0 . 8 0 0  REYNOLDS NUNEER - 2.99~10'  RUN - 68 APES 22-060-11 
otlotlm 
TRANSlT lON C O H I O U R A T l O N  
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-4OOC -- AIRFOIL  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH N U m E R  - 0.758 REYNOLDS NUMBER - 3 .QBXI  0' RUN - 69 APES 22-060-5 
TRANSITION CONFlOWIATlON 
o to  eo 3 o ro so 6 o 70 80 90 l o o  
PERCENT CHORD 
HIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-I-tOOC -- AIRFOIL DSMA 523
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDHISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS
MACH_R " 0.759 _Y_DS _M " 3,91Xl01 R_ - 69 A_S 22-060-5
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0 10 _0 30 q0 50 60 ?0 B0 90 100
prRC[NT CHORO
41
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-4OOC -- A I R F O I L  DSMA 523 
TWO D I M E N S I O N A L  CHORDWISE PRESSURE D I S T R I B U T I O N S  
MACH W m E R  = 0.759 REYNOLDS NUMBER = 3 . ~ 3 ~ 1 0 '  RUN = 69 A t E S  22-060-5 
T R A N S I T I O N  C O W I O U R A T I O N  
0 10 2 0 3 0 It 0 50 60 70 80 90 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-400C -- AIRFOIL DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH NUMBER = 0 .760  REYNOLDS NUHBER = 9.01x10 RUN 9 70 AMS 22-060-5 
TRANSITION CONFIGURATION 
0 10 2 0 3 0 '40 5 0  6 0  70 8 0 90 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-qOOC -- A I R F O I L  OSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE D I S T R I B U T I O N S  
MACH NUMBER = 0 .760  REYNOLDS MHBER - 3 . 9 9 ~ 1 0 '  RUN - 70 AHES 22-080-1 
0 10 20 30 9 0 50 6 0 70 90 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-4OOC -- A I R F O I L  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE D I S T R I B U T I O N S  
MACH NUMBER - 0.760 REYNOLDS MmeER - 3.93~10'  RUN = 10 AnES 22-080-5 
TRANSITION COHIOVRATION 
0 10 20 30 9 0 50 60 70 80 90 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-I+OOC -- AIRFOIL DSHA 523
TWO DIHENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE D!STRIBUTIONS
IIACH NUIIIKR • 0."_9 I_YNOI.01 _A • 1.0ill01 RUN • 71 AHI[I _i!'0110"5
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P[RC[NT CNORD
66
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-400C -- A I R F O I L  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE D ISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH NUMBER = 0.759 REYNOLDS NUMBER - 1.98x10' RUN - 71 A-S 22-060-5 
0 10 20  30 90  SO 6 0 70 80 90 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-qOOC -- A I R F O I L  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE D I S T R I B U T I O N S  
HACH NUMBER - 0.761 REYNOLDS NUMBER - 1 .98x106 RUN - 71 AMS 22-060-5 
OCIOLIrn 
TRANSITION CONFIOURATION 
0 10 20 3 0 4 0 50 60 70 80 90 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-4OOC -- AIRFOIL DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH NUMBER = 0.800 REYNOLOS NVflBER - 1 .80x l#  RUN = 72 A K S  22-060-5 
SYH ALPHA C ,  C 
TRAHSlTlON COHlOWIATlON 
0 10 20 3 0 40 50 6 0 70 8 0 90 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-qOOC -- A I R F O I L  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE D I S T R I B U T I O N S  
MACH NUMBER - 0.801 REYNOLDS NUMBER - 1 . 9 8 ~ 1 0 '  RUN - 72 AMS 22-060-5 
0 10 2 0  30 Lt 0 5 0  6 0  7 0  8 0  90 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
NIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-400C -- AIRFOIL DSMA 523
TNO DIMENSIONAL CHORDNISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS
HACH NUHBER ', 0.764 REYNOLDS NUMBER = E.OEXlO s RUN = "7:3 AI'IES E;=-060-5
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PrRCrNT CHOR0
52
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-400C -- A I R F O I L  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE D I S T R I B U T I O N S  
MACH NUMBER - 0.758 REYNOLDS NUt4BER - 1 . 9 9 ~ 1 0 '  RUN - 7 5  APES 22-060-5 
urrn lu r rcc  - x ~ c  8 . n .  T 0.- 
o 10 eo 30 '40 5 0  6 0  70 8 0  90 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-9OOC -- AIRFOIL  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
HACH NUMBER - 0.761 REYNOLDS NUWER - 2 . 0  1 ~ 1 0 '  RUN - 7 6  AMS 22-060-5 
TRANSITION CONFIGURATION 
0 10 2 0 30 LI 0 5 0  6 0  70 8 0 90  100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-I.IOOC -- AIRFOIL DSHA 523
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P[RC[NT CH_RD
55
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-4OOC -- AIRFOIL  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH NUMBER = 0 .719  REYNOLDS NUMBER = I .90xl0'  RUN = 76  AmS 22-060-5 
TRANSITION COHIOURATION 
. , a , , .  
. , a , . .  
--.--.--.-. -. . 
0 10 2 0 3 0 40 5 0  6 0  70 8 0  90 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-qOOC -- AIRFOIL  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH NUMBER = 0 .h98 REYNOLDS NUMBER - 2 . 0 0 x 1 0 ~  RUN - 77 A S S  22-060-5 
0 10 20  30 Lt 0 5 0  6 0  - -  70 80 90 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-_OOC -- AIRFOIL DSMA 523
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS
MACH _ER - 0.501 REY_LOS _[R - 2.01xlO 6 R_ - 7? A_S _-060-5
i ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' '" .... t : I I : ...., , , , . , , .,' .... t
.......... o ............... SYM ALPHA C Cd.oh e SEQ,,..,,,|,,,,o,,.l.,,.++,,,,o O+ , o i, €+,,'I ,. i +,
.. ._--.-°+°.4 _ _--.°.+.-_ • .+ _ p--_-°o--.--_-._°-.-°_--_--,--q-o.--4
: : : : : ........ : . , : : : : : : : : : _ -u.,a -"_u.o_ -'''u.u,,, g
-!.6 0 O.q9 O.q97 0.0115 I0
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PERCENT CHORO
58
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-4OOC -- AIRFOIL  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH NUHEER - 0 . s 9 0  REYNOLDS NUtIeER - 1 .99x10e RUN - 7 7  AIES 22-060-5 
TRANSITION CONF1OWATlON 
0 10 2 0 3 0  'i 0 5 0  6 0  7 0  0 0  9 0  100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-qOOC -- A I R F O I L  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE D ISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH NUME~ER - 0.799 REYNOLDS N U ~ E R  - I .sex I O' RUN - 78 AMS tt-060-5 
TRANSITION C O H I W R A T I O N  
0 10 20 30 LC 0 SO 60 70 80 90 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-qOOC -- A I R F O I L  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE D ISTRIBUTIONS . 
MACH NUMBER - 0.801 R € Y N O L D S M M B E R = ~ . W ~ ~ O '  R U N - 7 8  AnES CC-060-5 
U f  U f  TI 
0 10 20  30 '40 SO 6 0  70 8 0  90  100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-400C -- A I R F O I L  OSHA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE D ISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH NUneER - 0.759 REYNOCDS NUMBER - 2 .00~10 '  RUN - 79 A S S  22-060-1 
T R A N S I T I O N  C O H I O U R A T I O N  
0 10 20 30 '4 0 50 60 70 80 90 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-qOOC -- A I R F O I L  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE D ISTRIBUTIONS 
HACH NUMBER - 0.757 REYNOLDS NUMBER - 1 . W X ~ O '  R1M = 79 APES 92-060-5 
orturn 
TRANSITION COHIOURATION 
I , , , .  
0 10 20 30 It 0 SO 60 70 80 90 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-4OOC -- AIRFOIL  OSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 




0 10 20 30 Lt 0 50  60  70 80  90 100 
PERCENT CHORO 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB7qOOC -- A I R F O I L  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE D ISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH NUMBER = 0.799 REYNOLDS = 1 .,99x10' RUN - 80 APES 22-010-5 
I . , , ,  
0 10 20 3 0 '4 0 50 60 70 80 90 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-qOOC -- AIRFOIL  DSMA 523 
TWO DlMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH W m E R  = 0.801 REYNOLDS NUnBER - 1..98~10' RUN = 80 M S  22-060-5 
0.596 0.0117 10 i 
0.2s 0.690 0.0216 I I  i 
0.767 0.0289 18 i 
umr rurrcc - xtc - 0.m. T - 0.- 
0 10 20 30 'I 0 50 60 80 90 I00 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-4OOC -- AIRFOIL  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH NUMBER m 0.759 REYNOLDS NUneER - 3 .97~10 '  RVN - 81 AnES 22-060-5 
TRANSITION CONIOVRATIO(J 
0 10 20 30 Lt 0 50 60 70 80 90 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-4OOC -- AIRFOIL  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH NUWER - 0.119 REYNOLDS NUMBER - 3.99xl0' RUN - 81 A-S 22-080-5 
0 10 20 30 'lo 50 60 70 80 90 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-qOOC -- AIRFOIL DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
MACHNUMBER-0.758 REYNOLDSNUMBER-3.93~10' R U N m B l  l J E S  22-060-5 
UIUIU 
TRANSITION CONFIOW)ATION 
0 10 2 0  30 S 0  5 0  6 0  70 8 0  90  100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-400C -- A I R F O I L  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE D ISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH NUMBER = 0.800 REYNOLDS NUWER = 2 .99~10 '  RUN 1 82 A S S  22-060-5 
TRANSIT ION CONFIGURATION 
0 10 2 0 3 0 Lt 0 5 0 6 0 70 8 0 90 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-4UOC -- AIRFOIL OSHA 523 
TWO DIMENSIQNAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH W W â ‚  0.MIl REYNOLDS WmER 2.W~lIl '  RUM BZ Am5 22-060-5 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-4OOC -- A I R F O I L  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE D ISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH NUMBER - 0 .760  REYNOLDS NUMBER - 3 . 9 7 ~ 1 0 \ ~ ~  - 8 3  AMES 22-060-5 
TRANSITION CONFIGURATION 
0 10 20  30 '4 0 50 6 0 70 8 0  90 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-400C -- AIRFOIL  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
HACH NUMBER - 0.759 REYNOLDS NUMBER = 3 . 9 7 ~ 1 0 '  RUN - 8 3  A S S  22-060-5 
0 10 20  30 Lt 0 5 0  6 0  70 0 0  90  I 0 0  
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-4OOC -- A I R F O I L  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE D ISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH NUMBER - 0.759 REYNOLDS NUWER - 3 . 9 8 ~ 1 0 '  RUN = 8h A S S  22-060-5 
0 10 2 0 3 0 Lt 0 50 6 0 7 0  8 0 90 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-400C -- A I R F O I L  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE D ISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH NUMBER = 0.760 REYNOLDS NUWER = 3 . 9 6 ~ 1 0 '  RUN = 84 AMS 22-060-5 
TRANSITION CONFIGURATION 
90  0 10 2 0 3 0 40 50 60 70 80 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-4OOC -- A I R F O I L  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE D I S T R I B U T I O N S  
HACH NUH9ER - 0.760 REYNOLDS NUH9ER = 3.9'lx108 RUN = 85 APES 22-060-5 
T R A N S I T I O N  CONFIGURATION 
--- .--*._.__. _ __-.,-.,-..--v-..--, 
0 10 2 0 3 0 'lo 5 0 6 0 70 8 0 90 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-400C -- AIRFOIL  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH NUMEER = 0.759 REYNOLDS NClMeER = 3.91 x10' RUN - 85 AHES 22-060-5 
TRANSITlON CONfIGURATlON 
__.__.__*_-.--.-..--.-- 
0 10 20 30 90 50 60 70 8 0 9 0 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-4OOC -- A I R F O I L  DSMA 523 
TWO DLMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE D ISTRIBUTIONS 
HACH NUMBER = 0.801 REYNOLDS NUMBER = 2.99xl0' RUN = 86 AWS 22-060-5 
0 10 20 30 LC0 50 60 70 . 80 9 0 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-400C -- AIRFOIL DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
HACH W E R  - 0.600 REYNOLDS M J n e E R  - 3.01 ~10' RUN - 86 AnES 22-010-5 
W I W I ~  
............................................................... 
T R A H S I T I O N  C O H l O U R A T l O N  
. I . ,  I I I . . . ,  I . . , . .  
0 I0 20 30 '40 50 60 70 00 90 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-4OOC --  AIRFOIL  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH NUMBER = 0.758 REYNOLDS NUneER = 3 . % ~ 1 0 '  RUN 8 7  AnES 22-060-5 
TRANSITION CDWIOURATION 
!-.i..:..+-.:-.;..;--;-. 
, . a , . .  
..............*.... 
, . a , . .  
, . , , a .  
0 10 2 0 30 Lt 0 5 0  6 0  70 80 90  100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-qOOC -- A I R F O I L  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE D ISTRIBUTIONS 





. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
o 1 0  20 3 o r o  50 60 70 8 o 90 100 
PERCENT CHC.70 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-400C -- AIRFOIL  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH NUMBER 0.758 REYNOLDS M)(BER I 3. w ~ I O '  RUN I 88 AnES 22-060-5 
uf uf la 
..........-......................................*............ 
TRANSITION COHlOUIATlON 
LQ(CI) M C * C C  - IrC 0.18. T 0.OOI) 
0 10 20  30 Lt 0 5 0  6 0  70 8 0  90  100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-4OOC -- AIRFOIL DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH NUMBER 0.800 REYNOLDS MI(BCR - 2 . 9 9 ~ 1 0 '  RUN - 89 W S  2 2 - 0 6 0 - 5  
i 
TRANSITION C W I O U R A T I O N  
0 I0 20 30 '4 0 50 60 70 80 90 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-qOOC --  A I R F O I L  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE D ISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH NVMeER - 0.799 REYNOLDS NUfleER - 2.98~10' RUN - 89 A S S  22-060-5 
T R A N S I T I O N  C O H I W R A T l D N  
0 10 2 0 30 '40 5 0 60 70 8 0 9 0 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-qOOC -- AIRFOIL DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH NUMBER - o .so0 REYNOCOS NU)BCR = 3. WXIO* RU( - 90 APES CP-060-1 
U I U I ~  
--....---..--.......-....-..-...", 
SYH ALPHA C ,  C 
TRANSITION C O H l O U l A T l O N  
0 10 20 30 LC 0 I 0  60 70 80 90 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND 'TUNNEL MODEL LB-400C -- AIRFOIL DSMA 5;)3
TWO DIHENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS
NACHNUIIB(R - 0,500 REYNOLOSNUMS(R - 3.gex10 e RUN - 90 a_l(S _2-060-5
1410141O71
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TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE D ISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH NUMBER - 0.738 REYNOLDS NUMBER - 3.92~10' RUN - 92 A-S 22-060-5 
0 10 20 30 Lt 0 50 60 70 80 90 I00 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-4OOC -- A I R F O I L  OSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE D ISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH NUHeER - 0.599 REYNOLDS NUHeER 9.02x10' RUN - 93 A t E S  22-060-5 
SYM ALPHA C ,  C 
TRANSITION CONFlOUIIATlON 
f-+---+-?..?.. 
. I I , I ,  
0 10 3 0 '4 0 50 60 70 80 90 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-4OOC -- A I R F O I L  DSMA 523 
T W O  D I'MENS I ONAL CHORDW I SE PRESSURE D ISTR I BUT IONS 
MACH NUPSER = 0.601 REYNOLDS NUHER = h .  02x10" RUN = 93 AHES 22-060-5 
0 10 2 0 3 0 Lt 0 50 6 0 7 0 8 0 9 0 100 
PERCEYT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-qOOC -- AIRFOIL DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH NUMBER = 0 . 5 9 7  REYNOLDS NUMBER = h . 0 1  XIO'  RUN * 9 3  A M S  2 2 - 0 6 0 - 5  
TRANSIT ION CONFIGURATION 
<'$ 
CP 
I , , . , , .  
0 10  2 0 3 0 '4 0 5 0  6 0 7 0  8 0 9 0 1 0 0  
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-4OOC -- A I R F O I L  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE D I S T R I B U T I O N S  
MAC4 NUHBER = 0.600 REYNOLDS NUHBER = ~ 1 . 0 0 ~ 1 0 '  RUN = 93 A K S  22-060-5 
O Z I O Z I ~  
--....---.-.--.-...--...-..--..*...-....-.....-................ ! 
, , , a , , ,  
I I I . * I . ,  
o 1 0  2 o 3 o r o 5 o 60 70 8 o 90 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
0 10 2 0 3 0 '40 5 0 6 0 7 0 80 9 0 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-qOOC -- A I R F O I L  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE D I S T R I B U T I O N S  
MACH NUMBER = 0.7rl REYNOLDS NUWER = 3.95~10' RUN = 9q A S S  22-060-5 
0 10 2 0 3 0 '40 50 6 0 7 0 80 9 0 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-4OOC -- A I R F O I L  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE D I S T R I B U T I O N S  
MACH NUMBER = 0.778 REYNOLDS NUMBER = 2.9exio8 RUN = 95 ASS 22-060-5 
SYM ALPHA 
TRANSIT ION CONFIGURATION 
0 10 20 3 0 9 0 50 60 70 8 0 90 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-4OOC -- A I R F O I L  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE D ISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH NUMBER = 0 . 7 7 7  REYNOLDS NUH8ER = 2 . 9 6 ~ 1 0 '  RUN = 9 5  AMS 22-060-5 
SYIl ALPHA 
0 -0 .18 0 .931 0 .013r  9 i 
fRAP4SIflON CONFIGURATION 
0 10 2 0 3 0 '40 50 6 0  70 8 0 9 0 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-4OOC -- AIRFOIL  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH NUHEER = 0.778 REYNOLDS NUHEER = 2.95x10e RUN - 95 A S S  22-060-5 
0 10 2 0 3 0 '40 50 60 70 8 0 9 0 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-400C -- A I R F O I L  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE D I S T R I B U T I O N S  
MACH NUtleER = 0 .500  REYNOLDS NUMBER = r(.05x10' 'RUN = 97 A K S  22-060-5 
0 10 2 0 3 0 '4 0 50 60 70 80 90  100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-9OOC -- AIRFOIL DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH NUMeER - 0.500 REYNOLDS NUM9ER - ~ 1 . 0 2 ~ 1 0 ~  RUN - 97 AnES 22-060-5 
O L I O E I 7 6  
SYtl ALPHA 
TRANSIT ION C O F C I G W A T I O N  
0 10 20  3 0 '40 5 0 6 0 7 0 8 0 9 0 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-400C -- AIRFOIL  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH NUMBER * 0 .720  R E Y N O L D S N U ~ E R - ~ . ~ I X I O '  R W - 9 8  AMS 22-060-5 
TRANSITION COHIOURATION 
~ R ~ A C C  - X I C - 0 . n .  t - 0 . 0 0 ~  i  
' , , , . , , I # , , , ,  " : ; ; " " " " " " " " " " " " " "  
. , , , a  , : ; : , ,  , , I  , I . , , , I , , . 1 1 1 1 , 1 1 . I . I I I .  
I . o  .-~.+-+.-~-.~..~..~-.t-i--p!..~..~4--p~~~!..~i.4--~~ii~~-~~..~.~t-t-~..!.*t..~ttt~..!..!..~~fff!-.~.t'~.v?..~-. 
.:..:..I..:..:..:..:--:--III:--:--:--:--III:--:-.:--IIIII:--:.-:--III:--:--: --- :- :-- IL -: -.:-.LrIII:--:-.:--A-L-.:-.:--:.-I--:..:.-;..:-- 
, I I . I I I I  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
~;~~;~.&~->-.;--;~-;~-;--;-~~:..;--;-.:--<---~~-;.-;~~;~-&--!--;.-:--+..;--~--;-.;--<--<--+-4..;--;-.;--:--4--L.-;--;-.:.-&--;.-;--:.-+--L-.;..;..:.. 
, , , , , , , , ,  1 1 1 1 , 1 1 1 1 . 1 1 1 ' L 1 - I 1 I I . . . I " I ~  
.:..I..L..:..:..:..j~.IIIL~-:.~~--~~~~-.-L~~:~.~-~j~~IIIL~-:.~~~~III:~~~~~:~~III~--~-~~+-IIIL~~L.~iii~~-iii i~-~~L.-ii i i i i i i i i~..L..~..~--I..L-.~..' : : : : a o a ~ s a a u *  0 ' 8  , ' 
, . 
: : : : !--!--- : : : : : : : : : : : : : i i i  I I , I I I I . I , I . ,  i , , , , : ~ : : ~ : : : : : : : : : : : , , , , . , . . . . , .  
0 10 2 0 30 LI 0 50 6 0  70 8 0 90  100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-400C -- AIRFOIL DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
H A C H W W E R - 0 . 7 1 9  R E Y N O L D S M ~ M R - ~ . ~ ? ~ ~ I O ~  R U N - Q Q  APES 22-OBO-5 
.--.--T--r--,--,--,--,--T 
, , o o . o n , s  
I I I I , I I I I  
0 10 20  30 Lt 0 50 6 0 70 8 0 90  LOO 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-4OOC -- AIRFOIL  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH NUWER - 0.718 REYNOLDS W W E R  - 3.911~10' RUN - gB A S S  22-080-5 
................................................. 
svn ALPHA C ,  c 
0 10 2 0 30 '4 0 50 60 70 80 90 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-400C -- A I R F O I L  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
nlrcn NUMBER - 0.719 REYNOLDS NUMBER - 3.9~~10" RUN - 99 ARES 28-060-5 
0 10 20 30 '4 0 50 60 70 80 90 LOO 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-400C -- AIRFOIL DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH NuHEER - 0 .820  REYNOLOSWtSER-2.%xl0 '  RUN-100 AWS 22-060-11 
0 10 20  30 '40 5 0  6 0  70 8 0  90  100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-4OOC -- AIRFOIL OSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH NUtl9ER - 0.819 REYNOLDS NUneER - 2.%x106 RUN -100 A S S  22-060-3 
0.61 0.7S2 0.03'40 S i 
0 10 20 30 '40 50 6 0  70 80 90 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-qOOC -- A I R F O I L  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE D ISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH NUPSER - 0 .820  REYNOLDS NUWER 2 . 9 9 ~ 1 0 '  RUN -100 APES 22-060-5 
TRANSITION CONlOURATlON 
0 10 20  3 0 40 5 0  6 0  7 0 8 0 90  100 
PERCENT CHORD / 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-4OOC -- AIRFOIL  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH NUWER - 0 .639  REYNOLDS NUWER - 4.01 ~ 1 0 '  RUN -101 A S S  22-060-11 
TRANSITION CONFIGURATION 
-_.__.__.-_.__*__.--.--.--*--.--A 
# . & . I  I ,  I . . . .  
0 o . . o o , . , ,  a ,  
0 10 2 0 30 4 0 5 0  6 0 70 8 0 90  100 
PERCENT CHORD 
'~ 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-4OOC -- A I R F O I L  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE D ISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH NUMBER = 0.639 REYNOLDS NUMBER = b.00x10 RUN -101 A S S  22-060-5 
-.+---;--}--1--~--+--i--t--l--{-.+--i--t--{--<---}..t-.~---;---}--l--{---;--{--{--+ 
, , , , , * S , , , . ~ , ~ ,  , , a  
..L..:..:..:..:..L._I_I_I_I:-*:--:--III:--:--:--A--i--i--:--A--;..:--:--i--:--:--: 
TRANSITION COHIOWATION 
0 10 20 30 Lt 0 50 60 70 8 0  90  100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-qOOC -- A I R F O I L  DSMA 523 
TWO D I M E N S I O N A L  CHORDWISE PRESSURE D I S T R I B U T I O N S  
MACH NUMBER = 0 .639  REYNOLDS NUEER = 3.95x10' RUN -101 AHES 22-060-5 
TRANSITION CONFIGURATION 
I , , , ,  
- .- - - - _ - _. - _. -- 
0 10 2 0 3 0 '4 0 50 6 0 7 0 8 0 90 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-4OOC -- AIRFOIL DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH NUMBER = 0.639 REYNOLDS NUMBER - 3.97x10' RUN -101 A S S  22-060-5 
, , , , . , 4 .  
__.__._.I__ &_A__._...-,-. 
, , , , , , . ,  
0 10 20 30 '4 0 50 60 70 90 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL L8-4OOC --  A I R F O I L  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE D ISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH NUtSER - 0 .681  REYNOLDS NUPIBER = 3 . 9 7 ~ 1 0 '  RUN -102 AnES 22-060-5  
TRANSIT ION CONFIGURATION 
0 10 2 0 30 40  5 0  6 0  7 0  8 0 9 0 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-4OOC -- AIRFOIL  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH NUMBER - 0.680 REYNOLDS WWER - 3.~~10' RUN -102 AHES 22-060-5 
TRANSITION C O N F I O W A T l W  
I I . I , , I I , , I I , I  
, , ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
- ; - -<- . : - - - : - - t - - ) - - ; - - ; - - ; - - - ) - - : - - ; - - ; i i ;~~<~~~)- - :~~; i i ; i i ;~-<~~~t~~~i i ;~~;~~~:~~~.-~i i<~~;~~;~~+~-~i i~ i i } - - ; - -~- -< i i i ;~~;~~} i i {~-~-~- :~~; . . ; i i {~~~:~. . ;~~+. . ;~~ 
. I I I I I I I I , , I I I  
. , . . . , , , . , , , , .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
0 10 20 3 0 90 50 60 70 8 0 90 LOO 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-400C -- AIRFOIL DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH NUMBER - 0.679 REYNOLDS MHBER - 3.9~~10' RVN 1102 AnES 22-060-5 
0 10 20 30 rt 0 50 60 70 80 90 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-qOOC -- AIRFOIL OSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH NUWER - 0.780 REYNOLDS NUWER - 2.9!5x10' R W  -103 A E S  22-060-5 
wtwtn 
-.....-..............................*......................... 
SYM ALPHA C ,  C 
0 10 20 30 Q 0 50 60 7 0 00 90 I00 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-4OOC -- A I R F O I L  OSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE D ISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH NUMBER - 0.758 REYNOLDS NUneER - 3.97x10' RUN -106 A S S  22-060-5 
............................................................... 
TRANSITION CONFIWRATION 
, . ,  o . , , ,  , , , , 6  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
, 1 , 1 , 1 , 4 , 1 , , 1 1 , , , 1 1 , " ' l , l . . . . , I I Q . I I . . . I . . . , . . . .  
, ) , , , : , I I , I I I I , . , I I I , ,  4 1 . 1 1 1 . . I I I I . , . . . . . . I .  , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , ~ . , , . , . , ~ ~ , . , , . ~ , , , . n .  
0 10 2 0 3 0 '40 50 60 70 8 0 90 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-400C -- AIRFOIL DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH W W E R  0.501 REYNOLDS NUt4EER = ~.05xl0' RUN -107 AtES 22-060-5 
TRANSITIDN CWflOUOATION 
0 10 20 30 Lt 0 SO 60 70 80 90 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-qOOC -- AIRFOIL  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 




, I , , , , . , , . , . , , . . .  , , 
, , , , , .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : : : :  : ' " "  
. . , , 4 .  o . , , , ,  , , , , . , , .  
-.------c--.--.-..--.----.,-...-..-..--.-----..-..-.--.--+--..-..-.-. &- .... -.-- -~. -* ---..- --.- .---.-.......~....-........:..:..-;..;..:.. 
0 10 20 30 4 0 50 60 70 90 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-400C -- AIRFOIL DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH NUnBER = 0.679 REYNOLDS NUPteER = 3.97~10' RUN -1 08 A K S  22-060-5 
TRANSITION CONFIGURATION 
0 10 20 30 q0 50 60 70 80 90 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-4OOC -- A I R F O I L  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE D ISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH NUneER = 0.679 REYNOLDS NUnBER - 3.95~10'  RUN -108 A(ES 22-060-5 
wrowm 
...................-...............-...............*......... 
TRANSITlON C O H I G U R A T I W  
0 10 20 30 '4 0 50 60 70 80 90 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-4OOC -- AIRFOIL DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 




0 10 20 30 Lt 0 50 60 70 80 90 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-4OOC -- AIRFOIL  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 




o 1 0  2 o 30 ro 50 60 70 80 90 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-4OOC -- A I R F O I L  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE D ISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH NUtlBER = 0.799 REYNOLDS W E R  - 2.99~10' RUN -1 I0 A K S  22-060-5 
0@1011m """""""""........................*..................'I 
SYH ALPHA C ,  C 
TRANSITION CONFIGURATION 
0 10 20 30 '40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-qOOC -- AIRFOIL DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
MACH NUMBER - 0.799 REYNOLDSNWsER-2 .97~10 '  RUN-110 A K S  22-060-5 




o 1 0  20  30 ro 50 60 70 8 0  90  100 
PERCENT CHORO 
WIND TUNNEL MODEL LB-4OOC -- AIRFOIL  DSMA 523 
TWO DIMENSIONAL CHORDWISE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS 
H A C H M M B E R = 0 . 5 0 0  R E Y N O L O S ~ R = Q . ~ ~ ~ I O '  R U N - I l l  At€S 9 8 - 0 6 0 - 5  
....I-.-.- .............................................. 
TRANSlTlON C O H l O U R A T l O N  
0 10 20 30 4 0 50 60 7 0  80 90 100 
PERCENT CHORD 
.I,, I I I I
HIIJF =: .BO, REI; = 2.0E6
TRIP =: .BSU, .18L
{_ RUN 2:]. , RU=l.59. CL::0.54.6
_,;_ zk RUN 2._! , RU=!.78. CL.=:O.8[DE;
[g RUN 2_1 , AU=I.99, CL::O.6_._:
,3, RUN 2=,:| , RU_-._..19,CL.::O.67E_
_1" RLIN 2_ , RU--*_,_8, CL::O.T[_:
ElE)
ID
•00(I ,200 ..400 .600 ,800 1.000
X/C
129
I I I, I !
H]_.F::.;30,REC = .'-.J-'6,FIU= I
UPFIZRTRIP = .oSl,.OI_c.
c_ O_ RUN 38::I, TRIP=.O(;L,.OOIg
,,3
E,.J _ RUN 50'_1 , TRZP=.I[;L,.O032
_, [] RUN 61::1 , TRIP:.3;,r,L,.O038
<Y RUN 72::1 , TRIP=.I(;L,'.O0_3
130
_J I I I I
#I]NF: .BO, REC : 4.0E6
TRIP : ,05U, .:[SL
€) _ _ RUN E_|:E;, RU::[.9?, CL:O.4.c_
c) "_' ._UN €;/I.'I , RLI:::._-IE;,CL=CI.5._.8E)
m,
_.! [] _IJN E'_,._: , RU:::._.3q,C'..:CI.S,13<_ RUN 84":=; , RLI::2-SE;,CL=O.SE:3
4" RUN E;4;4. , AU:::;J.-?E;,CL=I:I,SE8
c)
_1 t I I





The trip configurationdesignation"L.E. - 0.002"means a leading-edgetripwith
a bead diameter of 0.002 in. For data taken during 1976 (runs22,56) and 1977
(runs4-80) the year is shown in the plot titles. The year is omitted from the plots
of the 1975 data, which have run numbers of 112-130.
132
TABLE BI. RUN SCHEDULE, DSMA 523 MODEL, BLUNT TRAILING EDGE
(1975 data)
Boundary-layer trip
Nominal Nominal Upper Lnwer
Run no. M Rec x/c r(in.) x/¢ T(in.)"
112 0.75 2 x 106 leading 0.002 leading 0,002
113 .80 2 x 106 edge edge
114 .75 2 x 106 i
115 .80 2 x 106 !
116 .83 2 x 106
117 .75 4 x 106 I /
118 .83 2 x 106 _r i, I i
J
/
119, 120 .75 2 x 106 0.35 .0049 0.18 .0053
121 .80 2 x 106 .0049 .0053
122 .83 2 x 106 .0049 .0053
123 .80 4 x 106 .0030 .0049
124 ,83 4 x 106 I .0030 .0049
125 .80 2 x 106 .0049 .35 .0075
126 .83 2 x 106
127 .75 2 x 106
128 .60 2 x 106 Ir
129 .60 2 x 106 .05 .0035 .18 .0049





Nominal Nomlnal U_per Lower
Run no. M Rec x/c T(In.)" x/c T(In.)
22 0.60 2 x 106 0.05 0.0035 0.18 0.0053
26 .75 2 x 106 .05 .0035
43 .80 2 x 106 .35 .0053 l
44 .82 2 x 106
45 .84 2 x 106
46 .87 2 x 106 !
47 .90 2 x 106
48 .80 2 x 106
49 .82 2 x 106
50 .84 2 x 106
51 .84 2 x 106
52 .874 2 x 106
53 .90 2 x 106
54 .75 2 x 106
55 .70 2 x 106
56 .60 2 x 106 Ir , r _
(1977 data)
Boundary-layer trip
Nominal Nominal Upper Lower
Run no. Mm Rec x/c T(in.) x/c T(in.)
4 0.60 2 x 106 0.05 0.0038 0.18 0.0053
44,45 .75 2 x 106 .05 .0038
77 .83 2 x 106 .35 .0053
78 .80 2 x 106
79 .83 2 x 106
80 .80 2 x 106 _' _ _r ,
134
I I ,! I I
I'IINF= .75, REC= 2.0E6
TR]P= L.E. - .002
0 RUN112:13, RU=-I.07. CL= .145, CD=.01.49











, i T i i
•000 .200 •400 •600 .SCtll I.000
2</ C
135
! I !. I
MINF= .'/5,REC = 2.0E6
TRIP= L,E. - .002
z!_ F,,IJN112:1B,_IU=:I.CF2,CL::,4.qO,CD=.OIB3
_ :_K....._..._!k_ -F RUN 112:16,RU::i.c._,CL::.64-I,CD:.01'72








i i i i i
•000 ,2C0 .400 .600 .81313 1.000
)<IC
136
I I , L f I
I'llr,IF= .80, FEC= 2.0EE;
TR]P = L.I'. - .002
c_, (rl RU_'I.IS:IO,RU=-I.03,CL= .12-=;,C[]=.01"79













l i 1 u a
•DO0 .200 ,4[]0 .600 .800 1.000
X/C
137
J- .I I. I I
I'IINF :" .80, REC= 2.0E8
TRIP :: L.E. -- _t302
'$- RUN113:80,AU= .99, CL:: .47.';I, (;0=.016_
-'l" FILIN118:40, AU= 1.9;], CL=: .67Cl, (]O=.O_.O.I
T, <_,' FIUNllS'50, RU=3,03, CL:: .8_:1., {]D=.0_.2'7
138
J t I I I
flINF = .75, R.EC= 2.0E.'6
TRIP = L.E. - .002
[_ RUN114:10, AIJ=-I.02, CL= .211, C0::.0:149
RUN114:11, AU= -.02, CL= CD::.0148
I i i i i
•DO0 .200 •400 .600 .,_03 I,000
×/C
139
I ! I ,! I
II]_,_F= .75, RE(::= 2.0E6
TRIP = L.E. - ,[_12












! I I i i
•O00 .200 .400 .BOO .800 l.OOO
X/C
14o
2 .L __ ! I I
I11NF:= .80, REC = 2.0EE;
TRIP=:L.E. - .002
[r] RUN :I15:10,FILl=0.00,CL--.E:_:9,CO--:.OI60




I "r l i i
,00[1 .;_00 .4[KZ_ .800 •BOO 1.000
×/C
14i
L ! t I I
HINF = .80, RE[: : 2.CiE_3
TRIP = I.,E. - .002
-'F RUN 115:40,{qlJ=I.S_,CL= .71].,CD=.0219





I I ! ! !
I'IINF= .83, F_C = 2.0E6
TRIP= L.E. - .002
c_ D RUN [16-'10,ALl=0.00,ICE=.30_,CEI=.0174
[(_ A RUN1.16:20, AU= I.Olo CL= .520, CD:.0207
T'
r-)
I i I l I
•O00 .200 .400 .60(1 .800 1.000
X/C
143
t I I l I
MINF = .83, REC ::2.0E6
TRIP = L.E. - .0_!
-F RUN 118:.-10,AU= 1.58,CL::.5Sr2,C0=.0280o












'I" I "r l J
•000 .200 ,40J] .600 .800 1.000
X/C
144
.t f. .I ! £
PIINF: .'7.5,REC = .!.OE6
TRIP = L.E. -..DO2
_i "_ F:U,u 117:10,RIJ::-.02,CL::.3#';',CEL--.0148
-I RUN 11,'7:11,FIU::t.O0,CL::.5C16,CD=.014.5
,_., <_" I;;IJF.Ill_.I_,f_IJ::1.98,CL::.6_;8,CD=.OI'?I
'I "f +f I" i
•DO0 ,2C0 ,400 .600 ,800 1.000
X/C
145
I ! ! I f
fllNF= .83, RE'C= 2.0E6
TRIP= I..E.- .002
-F IRUN1:18:1D,FIU=1.19,CL= .532,('D=.02,25










1 i i i i
•000 .200 .400 .GO0 .EIO0 l.000
×/C
146
..L ,l .1 ,,L, I
I'I.[NF= /75, REC:: 2,0E8
TRIF'= ,35U,.0049, .:18L,.0C153
t:_ [!) _q;LINi[19:4,0. RU=-I.01, CL= .243, CD::.0127
m [!] F;',IjN:ll!_q:,.R],AU= -',0_'!, CL= ,886 CD::.OI40(q P
147
,I--_-. ..... L L ! I
_INF= .'15,REC = 2.0E6
TRIP= .'35U,.OD4q,.18L,.OOE_.;
{!L. z_ RUN 119:_,0,RU= [,O'l,CL= .5_,k5,CO=.OI4_;
B "-.__ -F RUN 119"70,RU= L,9'/,CL-..?;!9,CO=.01BEI
N
_,._.., <_ RUN 119:E;O• RU= 2,96, CL: •892, CO= .O_l7'
r F J J
•000 .200 .400 .E)]O .;300 1.000
XIC:
148
_--L I I I I
FIINF= :?5, F£C = 2,0F'6
TI_IP = .qSU,.C104.9, .18L, .005:'I
0 RUN-I20:10, RU=."-I.01, CL= .24.B, I:D=.0126[.,] rr] FIUN120:30, RU=2.02° CL= ,"i'_-:8,I:0= .0169




'° T f i _ i
•000 ,200 .4011 .600 .800 1.000
X/C
149
I ,l--- .... I ! I
I'LItJF= .80, REC- 2..0E6
_fP = .35U,.0049, .18L,.OOE2,
0 RUN12:1:10, I:tU=-.03, CL= -381, C[)= .0138
_i El RUN!2"1:213,RU= .513, CL: .500, C[3=.0148
7'
B
• r i , i





__I--. ._ t ,I 1 I
MIrlF :: .80, REC= 2.0E6
TR[P :: .35U, .O04.q, .18L, • 005£;
_ ZS. RUN12:1:30, ALl= .BS, CI.= .SE_;, CD=.0153
N "l" RUN12:1:4.0, All= .98, Cl_= .573', CO=.0147
,_., <_ RUN12:1:50, Rll= [.98, CL= .78_:, CO=.0211
E_
trJ
r -[ i I !
•OI)O .200 • 400 .600 .800 1.000
X/C.:
151
I I I I I
I'I]NF = .83, R[C = 2.0E6
IRIP = .35U,.01)49, ,18L,.C053
[rl RUN122"10, flU=-.61, CL:: .194, CD=.019_;










I I I I I
•DO0 .200 .400 .600 .800 1.000
×/C
152
I { .L .q I
FIIHF= .83, REC --:2,0E6
TR]P= ._5U,.004!7,..18L,.01153
"'F RLIN12:2:50,ALl= ,SE;,CL= .501,CD=.O[?!
'$' RUN 122:40,AU= .c.O,CL= .5E;4,CO=.0211










"r f "1 a I
.000 .200 .400 .600 .800 ! .000
X/C
153
J ! I I I
tlINF = .;3._;, R}-C=: 2.0E6
TRIP ": .3Eth.O049, .iSL,.OOSS
Z_ RUN122:60, RU=[ .59, CL:: .645, I':D=.0299
-t" RUN1_:2-'7[I, RO: 2.98, CL= .781, C0:,04!'_8












I I I I 1
HINF = .80, REC= 4.Z_6
tRIP -- .3_'U,.OCr--JO,.1EL, .004..9
c_ _'= RUN123:30, FILl=-.03, CL= ..%li, CD:.{]158













r 1 I I I"
• 000 .20D .400 .600 .BOO 1.000
×/C
155
.L I I I !
I'IINF : .80, F:_C- 4,[]E6
I'RIP= .35U,.C030,-lflL,.G049
[rl RUN12:3:40, _U= .88, CL:: .5F.;3, C[}.=-.0157
-F RUN 123:B0,_U= 1.96,CL::.7Ei9,CD=,01"/3




•00(1 .20D ,400 .600 ,800 i.000
×/C
156
.! .I. t ! I
I'IINF" .83, REC = ,I.OE6
TRIP = .:3.SIJ,.0030,.18L,.D049
._- _IUN124:11,FIU=:O.CO, CL= .295,CD=.0155







L ! .I. L !
HINF = ,_3D,REC : 2.0EI_;
TRIP = ._35U,-iW]4q,._L,,0075
-F RUN :125:?0,{_U=-.2cJ,CL= ._'.B,CD=.0143
[q RUN 1125:10,AU=.-O.OO,CL= .389,CD=.0133
!i (P RUN :125:E_D,AU= .28,CL= .4E;3,CD=.OI35
I"
U:)
I l "r _ l
•000 .200 .400 .600 .BOO 1.000
×/C
158
! | I,. ! !
M[r'IF= .80, RE'C= 2.0E6
TR[F = .35L1,.0049, .35L,.00"75
,t'4 RUN:125:20, RU= .60, CL:: .517, CD=.0.153





'f I I I L
•0013 .2C_ .4C0 .600 .800 1,000
X/C
1.59
.L I ,I I !
HINF = ._]0. RFC: 2.[_6
TRIP = .:35U,.004_1, .35L, .0076
"F FUN l?..5:_Ci,RIJ= ,90,CL::..560,CD:.014'7
[I! t._ RUN 126:6C1,BU= 1.I.q,CL= .643,CD=.0153
&,,l













f r I I I
•DO0 .200 ,400 .600 .800 1.000
×/C
160
I L I I I
MINI'-= .83, REC = 2-0E6
TRIP = .$5U,.0049,.35L,.0075
[_ RUN 126:10,AU:-._'l,CL: .2_;EI,CD:.01_'/,






I -i i i !
•OOO ,200 ,.400 .600 ,800 ! ,000
X,/C
161
L .! 1 __{. I
PII_IF:= .83, F:EC= 2,0E6
TRIP = .85U,.OO4.9..:]EiL,,.DO?S
!:::_ [] RUN126:S0, flU:: .56, CL:: .5cr3, C[1=.0162
-1" RUN126:'7,0, RIJ:: /70, CL:: .5E;_5,I_.'[1=.C!15'9





I I ! L I
HIHF = .83, REC= 2.[IE6
TRIP= ,35U,.0049,.3E;L,.0075
<.b RUNZ1-_6:;3CI,laJ= 1.0l:l. CL= ,589, CD=.O212













I I i '| i
.000 ._0 .400 .600 .BOO 1.000
×/C
163
,.L I ! I f
HI&g= = .75, REC : £.0E6
TRIP: .3_U,.0049,._SL,.0Q75
(,I> RUN 1127:'70.AU=-I.OCI,CL= .24",_,CD::.OI2g










I I i I i
•000 ,200 .400 .BOO .800 1.000
×/C
164
,t t I t " I
HItlF = .TE;, I_EC= 2.0E6
TRrP = .3EU,.OO4q, .35L,.OOTE;
[ir_l RUN12'7:Ei0, flU= .72, CL= .51"7, C[1=.01."39
_ z.'_. RUN127:2[), FlU= .89, CL= .54.3, C[}=.0139
_J -F" RUN1271,!10,BIJ= 1,02, CL= ,584, 0[)=.0142
,_,,,
165
I .! ! I !
MINF= .TE;,REC = 2.DE6
'rF:IF'= ..3EL1,.0049, ._L, .0075
<.,%- RLIN127:4.0, ALl=1.99, CL= .745', CD=.O1E;4








I" I r , ,
,000 .200 .400 .600 .80C1 I .000
×/C
167
I ! I ! f
IIINF = .60, REC-: 2.0E6
TRIP = ,35U,.0049, ,35L,.0075







r i i i i
•{'Q_] .200 .400 .BOO .BOO 1.000
'XtC
168
.L I I t I
rlINF = ,60, 5EC = 2.0E6
TRIP = .05U,.C035, .18L,..D049
zL RUN129:40, RU=--2.0E:,CI_= .liP', 0D=.0125
1 -I" RUN 1.29:50,FIU=1.02;,CI_=.151.2,CD=.Ol30










I I I I
,000 .2Of] .400 .600 .800 1.000
>(/C
169
. I I I I I
MINF: .70. REC : 2.0E6
TRIP : .05U,.D035..18L,.0049







I _ I I |
,000 .20(1 • 4{10 .600 .800 1,0 _9
×/C
170
I I .L I I
IIINF = ,,'20, REC= 2.DE6
TRIP = .05U,.00_15, .16L,.0049
• -l" RUN i:'I0:_0,RLI=1.(11,CL= .514,CE_.0143









i f r i i
•000 •2'.00 .41313 .600 .600 1.000
XIC:
171
! ! I I !
1976,MINF= .60,REC= 2.0E6
TRIP= .05U,.0035,.18L,.0053
[] RUN 2211 , RU=1.64, CL=.588








i i i i s
•000 ,200 .400 .600 .BOO t ,000
X/C
172
I I I I I
1976, MINF= .75, REC= 2.0E6
TRIP= .05Uo.0035, .18L,.0053















I I | I I
•000 .200 .400 .600 ,800 t .000
×/C
173
I I I I I
19760RINF= .80, REC= 2.0E6
TRIP = .35U,,0053, .16L.,0053
[] RUN 43=1 • RU= .47, CL=.490
O RUN 43=2 , RU= .99, CL=.606









i I a I I
•000 .200 .400 .600 .BOO 1.000
X/C
174
I I ,, I I !
1976, MINF= .82, REC= 2.0E6
TRIP = .35U,.0053, .18L,.0053
[] RUN 44=1 , RU=-I,O0, CL= .218
0 RUN 4412 , AU= ,02, CL= .419







! ! ! i s
•000 .200 .400 .600 .600 t .000
X/C
175
I I I I I
1976, MINF= .B2, REC= 2.0E6
TRIP = .35U,.0053, .18L,.0053
o [] RUN 44:4 , RU=1.98, CL=.764m O RUN 44:5 , RU=3.05, CL= .622
















I I I I I
•000 .200 ,400 .600 .600 1.000
×/C
176
I I I ! I
1976. MINF = -82, REC= 2.0E6
TRIP = -35U,.0053, .18L,.0053
o [] RUN 44=7 , AU= 5.01, CL= -905
0 RUN 44=8 , RU= 5.99, CL= .964












i i | i i
•000 .200 .400 .600 .800 t .000
X/C
177
f I ,, I l I
1976, MINF= .84, REC= 2.0E6
TRIP= .36U,.0053, .18L,.0053
[] RUN 45:1 , RU=-.01, CL= .408O 6 2 1.01, 663
• & RUN 45=3 , RU=1.99, CL= .696







i i i ! !
•000 •200 •400 •600 •600 1•000
X/C
178
I I I I I
1978,MINF= .84,REC= 2.0E6
TRIP= .35U,.0053,.18L,.0053
o ITl RUN 45:5 , RU: 4.00, CL= .774
m 0 RUN 45:6 , RU=5.00, CL= .849
_ RUN 45=? , RU=5.99, CL= .916












! ! i i i
•000 .200 .400 .6OO .800 1.000
X/C
179
l I I f I
1976, RINF= .B?, REC= 2.0E6
TRIP= .35U,.0053, .1BL,.0053
o [] RUN 46:1 , RU= .99, CL= .459
m 0 RUN 46:2 RU=1.99, CL= .560
RUN 46=3 • RU=3.01, CL= .634





i i i i i
•000 .200 .400 .600 .600 t .000
X/C
180
, l I ! I I
1976. HINF= .90, REC= 2.0E6
TRIP= .35U0.0053o.18L,.0053
[] RUN 47:1 , RU=1.02. CL= .171
RUN 47:2 , RU=2.00, CL= .383O
• "*" RUN 47:3 , RU=3.01, CL= .515





I I I I i
•000 .200 .400 .600 .800 1.000
×/C
181
I ! ! ! I
Ig?6,fllNF= .BO,REC = 2.0E6
TRIP = .35U,.0053,.18L,.0053






m i i m i
•000 .200 .400 .600 .BOO 1.000
X/C
182I
I I I f I
1976,HINF= .B2,REC = 2.0E6
TRIP= .35Uo.DO53,.18L,.0053
[] RUN 49:! , RU=-.53, CL=.290
(D RUN 49=2 RU= .25. CL= .445
• "_" RUN 49:3 , RU= .?2, CL=.540








! i i i i




I I I I I
19"/6, MINF= .82, REC= 2.0E6
TRIP = .35U,.0053, .18L,.0053
FI RUN 49=5 . RU=-.52, CL=.262
0 RUN 49:6 • RU= .27, CL=.431








I i I i i
•000 .200 .400 .600 .600 t .000
X/C
184
I I I I I
1976. MINF= .82, REC= 2.0E6
TRIP = .35U,.0059, .18L..0053
rq RUN 49:8 , RU=1.27, CL=.649
(D RUN 49:9 . RU=1.91, CL=.758












i i ! ! !
•000 .200 .400 .600 .800 1.000
X/C
185
I I I I I
1976, MINF= .84, REC= 2.0E6
TRIP = ,35U,.0053, .18L,.0053
[] RUN 50=1 • AU= .24, CL= .444(D RUN 50=4 , RU= .25, CL= .451














! I ! I I
•000 .200 .400 .600 .800 1.000
X/C
186
I, I I I I I
1976, NINF= .84, REC= 2.0E6
TRIP = .35U,.0053, .18Lo.0053
o [] RUN 50:7 . RU=1.65, CL=.655












m u n m |
•000 .200 .400 .600 .800 1.000
X/C
187
! I I I I
1976, REC= 2.0E6
TRIP = .35U,.0053, .16L,.0053
[] RUN 51:1 ,H= .84, RU=5.87, CL= .902
0 RUN 52:1 ,M= .B?4, RU=1.97, CL=.550
"*" RUN 53=1 ,M= .90, RU=3.43, CL= .561







I I | I
•000 .200 .400 .600 .600 1.000
X/C
188
I I I l
1976, REC= 2.0E6
TRIP = .35U..0053, ,18L,.0053
o [] RUN 55=I ,H= .70, RU=1,29, CL=.565












I J J J !
•OOO .200 .400 .600 .800 1,O00
X/C
189
HINF : .{_0, R[J: :: 2.1)EB
(_ RtN 4-_]P.U=I..I8,CL=O.E;94
c,cJ a_ RL_I 4-_2_1U.'I,,'74,O_=O.E;04




















I ! '1 f
•O0_;I .20[1 ..400 .600 ,80CI l ,000
X/C
191
L. ............... L I, I J
NINF = .ES,liE).]::2.ri'6
TRIP = ._6U,.tEL.
I_) RUral '_J:I FM--:[I.S-&,CL::[;.SSI
_ ,_. RUral '30:5 ?._'..I=:(i5.(.,CL::U.SIE;E;
i_ [TI RU_,I '_l;E !:IU::[).9;!i,CL=D.5!i_;
'T' ',_ RUN %1:_, f:ILE:[).9?,CL::D.6E,?
"_F RUN ";0-'I_f_J::[).9;!:,CL= D6!!_.=
-'F RUN _,',4 f_Lt::l..i?,CI.::O.6_!_;
192
.L ............ ,It ' t 1
RI|IF = .EO, RE_ :: 2.0E6"
TRIP = ,_6U, .18L
(]) RUN ';t;3::, AU=O.B4, CL::O.SB5
_ RU_ ",t;;:Z Rj=f:I,.5:.; 0,Ei_)5
t._ [] RUN '7:.; F. _:J=0,,87 CL::O.BO_
';' _> RUN V;';'¢ FlU=I .O_l CL::O.BSS
'_" RUN "._:;"5 FIU=1-31 CI.::I].B95





.I L .! .t I
HINF :: .83, IREC= 2,0E6
TRIP :: .;35U, ,ISl.
(.9 F,I.IN79::1 €4t-O.SE; n c:,_1w ..,_ -. F u • _'J.
C:) ,4_ F',U=1."u_ RUN 7!_:2. , .78, CL::O.6!O











1 _ -r "r ,
•000 ,200 .400 .E]:IO .800 1.000
>(/C
194
,L................ L t .t I
HiSIF- .EIEI,"FII'C:: P..I]Eti
ll_]P- .EGLI,..18L
1 1_ RLI_I [I] :',]. RI.I::J],Fj[I, I:L::I].51:_],_. F;LH EO:_: _L!::]),SEi, [:L:[I. 6E.',_
I [-1"1 RLP,I [i):::; fll.t::l .0[_, [:L:[1.6;'4Ii
';' ',_ RUM El]:'xl. RLE:I,6B, [:L={1.7_£1
•_ REP,I [l:]:_; P,Lt-:I.?D, I:L--[1.8C_
-'1- RLIM [I] :_; RLE:I.gE;, (:L::O.B45
195
APPENDIX C
NACA 0012 MODEL, 1975 AND 1976
The tunnel-occupancy years are given on the plots. The trip configurations were
the same on both upper and lower surfaces. The 1975 data have run numbers 131-140,
and the 1976 data have run numbers 57-65.
196
RUN SCHEDULE, NACA 0012 MODEL, Rec = 2×106
(1975 data)
Boundary-Layer Trip



























I I I I I
19?5,HINF = .60,REC = 2.0E6
TRIP - X/C = .I0, .0053IN.
o [] RUN 131=8 . _U=-I.56,CL=-.124,
0 RUN 131:9 , RU= 1.53,CL= .1790
m, RUN131:10, RU= 3.54, CL= .412,














I I I I I
•000 .200 .400 .600 .800 1.000
×/C
198
I I I I I
1975, HINF= .60, REC= 2.0E6
TRIP - X/C = .10, .0053 IN.
[] RUN131:12, RU=5.56, CL= .645,
0 RUN131113, RU=3.93, CL=.453, CD=.0121











I I I I I
•000 .200 .400 .600 .800 1.000
×/C
199
I I I I I
1975, MINF= .80, REC= 2.0E6
TRIP- XtC = .10, .0053 IN.
[] RUN132:1 , RU=-1.51, CL=-.165,o
O RUN132=2 , RU=1.530 CL= .253,
• "_ RUN132:3 • RU=3.02, CL= .328,
Jr RUN132:4 , RU=4.03, CL= .382,








! ! i i i
•000 .200 .400 .600 .800 1.000
X/C
200
I I I I I
1975, liINF= .80, REC= 2.0E6
TRIP- X/C- .10, .0053 IN.
[] RUN13_:6 , RU=6.00. CL= .515,
O RUN1_:7 RU=7.02. CL= .503,I=
• "_ RUN1_:8 , RU=5.02, CL= .420,
"t- RUN1_:9 • RU=5.49. CL= .449,










I i I I 1
•000 .200 .400 .600 .800 1.000
%/C
201
! I I I I
1975,MINF= .?4,REC= 2.0E6
TRIP- X/C= ,10,.O05SIN.
o [] RUN133=1, RU=-I.49,CL=-.144,
o _ RUN133:2 , RU=1.52, CL= .235,






i I i i i
•000 .200 .400 .600 .800 1.000
×/C
202
I ! I I I
197E,MINF = .74,REC = 2.0E6
TRIP - X/C = .10, -0053IN.
o [] RUN133:4 , AU= 3.50, CL= .511,
o O RUN133:5 , RU=4.52, CL= .586,












I I i | I
•000 .200 .400 .600 .800 1.000
×/C
203
! I I ! I
1975, MINF= .65, REC= 2.0E6
TRIP- X/C = .tO, .0053 IN.
[] RUN134:1 , RU=-l.54, CL=-.126.
(D RUN134:2 RU=1.55, CL=.191,o




i ! ! i i
•000 .200 .400 .600 .800 1.000
X/C
204
I I I I I
1975, HINF= .65, REC= 2.0E6
TRIP - X/C = .10, ,0053 IN.
o [] RUN134:4 , RU=4.04, CL= ,495,
o 0 RUN134:5 , RU=5.02, CL= .629,
o "_' RUN134:6 , RU=3.70, CL= .462, 1D=.0125
I
C_
i i | a !
•000 1200 .400 -600 ,800 1.000
×/C
2O5
I I I I --, I
1975, MINF= .68, REC= 2.0E6
TRIP- X/C = -I0, .0053 IN.
[] RUN135=3 • RU=-I.50, CL=-.130,
O RUN135=4• RU=1.51, CL= .19Z,
N "€' RUN135=5 , RU=3.02, CL= .386,
















i i I I i
•000 .200 .400 .600 .800 1.000
X/C
206
I I I I I
1975. MINF= .68, REC= 2.0E6
TRIP - XfC = .10, .0053 IN.
Ill RUN135:? , AU=5.02, CL=.654,
0 RUN135:8 ,RU=6.01, CL= .?56,• "_" RUN135:9 , RU=6.99, CL= .?60,+ RUN135:10, RU=8.00, CL: .774,
CJ
!
! ; i i !
•000 .200 .400 .600 .800 1.000
X/C
207
I I I I I
1975, MINF= .68, REC= 2.0E6
TRIP - XIC = .tO, .0053 IN.
o [] RUN136:1 • RU=1.96, CL=.242, CD=.0119
O RUN136:2 , RU=2.73, CL= .337, CD=.0124












i ! i i !
•000 .200 .400 .600 .600 1.O00
×/C
2O8
I I I I I
1975, MINF= ,68, REC= 2.0E6
TRIP- X/C= .I0,.0053IN.
o [] RUN136:4 • RU=4.23, CL= .553, CD=.0156
o 0 RUN136=5, RU=5.01, CL= .653, CD=.0218











i i i i i
•000 .200 .400 .600 .BOO 1.000
X/C
209
I I I I I
1975,MINF = .71,REC = 2.0E6
TRIP - X/C --.I0, .0053IN.
o [] RUN 137:1 , AU=-I.BO,CL=-.12?,
,o° 0 RUN 137:2 , AU= 1.46, CL= .IB6,
















i ! ! i !
•000 .200 .400 .60O .800 1.000
×/C
210
I I ! f I
1975,MINF= .71,REC= 2.0E6
TRIP- X/C= .10,.0053IN.
o [] RUN137=4 , RU=3.47, CL=.475,(_ O RUN137:5 , RU=4-51, CL=.614,












=. i | i i i
•000 .200 .400 .600 .B00 1.000
×/C
211
I I I I I
1975, MINF= ,??, REC= 2,0E6
TRIP- X/C= .10,.0053IN.
o [] RUN 13811,RU=-I.51,CL=-,IBO,
o O RUN188=2, RU=1.49, CL= .255,
















i i i i i
•000 .200 .400 .600 .800 1.000
X/C
212
I I I I
1975, MINF= .77, REC= 2.0E6
TRIP- X/C = .10, .0053 IN.
[] RUN138:4 , RU=3.01, eL= .449,(D RUN13B:5 , RU=3.98, CL=,475,




= = i i !
•000 ,200 .400 .600 .800 ! .000
×/C
213
I I I I I
1975, MINF= .68, REC= 2.0E6
TRIP - X/C = .16, .0045 IN.
[] RUN139=5 • RU=4.00, CL= ,509,
_) RUN139:6 , RU=5.02, CL= .662,
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•000 .200 .400 .600 .800 1.000
X/C
214
I I I I I
1975, MINF= .68, REC= 2.0E6
TRIP- X/C = .18, .0045 IN.
o [] RUN139:8 , RU=7.02. CL= .784.
o 0 RUN139:9 RU=B.Ol, CL= .787,(;D P












i ! ! i i
•000 .200 .400 .600 .800 1.000
×/C
, 215
I I I I I
1975, RINF= .80, REC= 2.0E6
TRIP - X/C = .18, •0045 IN.
[] RUN140=I , RU=2.99, CL= •371,
(9 RUN140=2 RU=4.00, CL= .404,f
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•000 .200 .400 .600 .000 1.000
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